MEDICINE AND THE LAW

When the Office of Health Standards Compliance inspectorknocks: What do I do?
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Inspectors and health officers attached to the Office of Health Standards Compliance (OHSC) may inspect or investigate premises where health services are provided, and may then perform a number of actions, including questioning people, taking samples, requesting documents, and conducting inspections and investigations. The outcomes of these activities may result in a number of sanctions, some of which may seriously impact health establishments and practitioners. This article aims to review the rights that health establishments, healthcare providers and health workers have when subjected to inspections or investigations by the OHSC. It also recommends a number of steps that may be taken when an inspector arrives at an establishment.

The Office of Health Standards Compliance (OHSC) was established by section 77 of the National Health Act[1] (hereafter referred to as ‘the Act’) and, from an enforcement perspective, it has three main responsibilities: to monitor, inspect and investigate. As a measure to protect the citizenry, the promulgation of the Act should be welcomed. However, practitioners and healthcare establishments should be aware of their rights, or risk becoming victims of inexperienced and overzealous inspectors.[2]

While it is generally accepted that there is a difference between public and private healthcare in South Africa (SA),[3,4] and it is understandable that all inspections undertaken by the OHSC in 2015/2016 (3)[5] were conducted at public establishments, while those at private establishments will be introduced – at higher inspection ratios. The indicators and annual targets are evidence of this and are set out in Table 1 (2015/2016 (10)).[6]

Taking into account that there are 3 816 public as opposed to 369 private establishments, it means that the already stretched administrative and management resources at these establishments, especially at private institutions because of the high inspection ratios and at public institutions because of chronic under-resourcing, could become strained, according to the OHSC in 2015/2016 (7).[7] Complying with requests from inspectors for documents, records, objects and materials will be time- and labour-consuming exercises.

This article aims to review the rights that health establishments, healthcare providers and health workers have, when subjected to inspections or investigations by health officers and inspectors of the OHSC. Section 81A of the Act[8] also established the office of the ombud, which mainly deals with complaints related to norms and standards, but this article focuses on the functions and powers of health officers and inspectors. It is important to know these rights, as section 1 of the Constitution[9] establishes SA as a constitutional democracy based on core values, including the advancement of human rights and freedoms. The state, represented here by health officers, inspectors and the ombud, must respect, promote and fulfill the rights contained in section 7(2) of the Constitution,[10] but a knowledgeable citizenry can better protect itself against possible abuse. Failure to respect or insist on respect for these rights may have dire consequences for healthcare establishments and practitioners, including the issuing of notices of compliance to persons in charge, warnings that establishments might be closed, imposition of fines and referring matters to the National Prosecution Authority for criminal prosecution in terms of section 82 of the Act.[11]

The legislative regimen

In terms of section 78 of the Act,[12] the objects of the OHSC are to protect and promote the health and safety of users of health services by:

• monitoring and enforcing compliance with norms and standards
• investigating and disposing of complaints relating to non-compliance with the norms and standards.[13]

In terms of section 79(1) of the Act,[14] a core business (only the subsections relevant to this discussion are listed) of the OHSC is to:

• inspect and certify health establishments as compliant or non-compliant with prescribed norms and standards or, where appropriate and necessary, withdraw such certification
• investigate complaints relating to breaches of prescribed norms and standards
• monitor indicators of risk as an early-warning system relating to serious breaches of norms and standards and report breaches.

Table 1. Indicators and annual targets for inspections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programme performance indicator</th>
<th>Strategic plan target, %</th>
<th>Medium-term targets, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2017/2018</td>
<td>2018/2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public health establishments inspected annually</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private-sector health establishments inspected annually</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Section 80(1) of the Act[4] provides for the appointment of health officers and inspectors to monitor, inspect and investigate. In terms of section 82 a health officer may enter and inspect any premises, excluding a private dwelling, whereas an inspector may enter and inspect any health establishment at any reasonable time. In accordance with sections 80(4)(a) and (b), they must be issued with an appointment certificate, be in possession of it when performing any official function, and must show it to any person who is affected by their actions. Section 80(4)(c) bestows on health officers and inspectors (hereafter referred to as ‘inspector’) the powers of peace officers as defined in section 1 of the Criminal Procedures Act.[7]

Section 84 of the Act[5] allows for an inspector to be accompanied by a police official and, on the authority of a warrant issued by a magistrate or a judge, to enter any premises, including a private dwelling or health establishment specified in the warrant, and:

- inspect, photograph, copy, test and examine any document, record, object or material
- seize any document, record, object or material if he or she has reason to suspect that it might be used in evidence in a criminal trial
- examine any activity, operation or process carried out on the premises or health establishment.

The warrant may impose restrictions on the powers of the health officer or inspector and it must be executed by day, unless the person who issues the warrant authorises the execution thereof by night. An inspector who removes anything from the premises or health establishment must issue a receipt for the item.

On request of an inspector acting in terms of a warrant, the occupant and any other person present on the premises or health establishment must make available or accessible or deliver to the inspector any document, record, object or material which pertains to an investigation or inspection. Such persons must also furnish information pertaining to the matter under investigation or inspection and render reasonable assistance. However, section 84(4) of the Act[5] states that, before questioning any person, an inspector must advise that person of his or her right to be assisted at the time by an advocate or attorney, and be allowed to exercise that right.

In terms of section 81(a)(1)-(5) of the Act,[10] the Minister may also appoint an ombud who may investigate and dispose of complaints relating to norms and standards. During an investigation, the ombud may obtain an affidavit or a declaration from any person; direct any recipient of the certificate by implication allows inspections to take place, thus granting tacit permission for an invasion of privacy. The recipient of the certificate by implication allows inspections to take place, thus granting tacit permission for an invasion of privacy. The fact that a certificate may be withdrawn, also implies the right of the OHSC to inspect, as it is impossible to establish levels of compliance without conducting inspections.

The rights contained in the Bill of Rights are not absolute – in terms of section 36(1)(e), it may be limited by a law of general application, as long as the limitation is reasonable and justifiable in an open and democratic society based on human dignity, equality and freedom. An example of such a generally applicable law is the Act[5] that limits the right to privacy by granting inspectors the power to inspect, provided that such limitation complies with section 36 of the Constitution[9] and the provisions of the Act itself.

**Inspection v. investigation**

Depending on whether an inspection is undertaken or whether a matter is investigated, different rules of law apply;[10] therefore, it is important to distinguish between inspections and investigations.

The primary purpose of an inspection is to verify whether there is compliance with legislation, including norms and standards. Where inspections are undertaken, the officer does so as a matter of routine and not in the belief that the law was violated. By applying for a certificate of need in accordance with section 36 of the Act,[5] the recipient of the certificate by implication allows inspections to take place, thus granting tacit permission for an invasion of privacy. The fact that a certificate may be withdrawn, also implies the right of the OHSC to inspect, as it is impossible to establish levels of compliance without conducting inspections.

The purpose of an investigation is to gather information and evidence to support the prosecution of a suspected violation of the law where there are reasonable grounds to believe that an offence has been committed. In terms of section 18(1) of the Act,[11] investigations could have their origin in complaints laid by persons who feel aggrieved by the manner in which they were treated by health establishments; or where there is non-compliance with the norms and standards prescribed by section 78(1)(b); or during an inspection conducted in terms of section 79, something could have been discovered that provides reasonable grounds to suspect that an offence might have been committed. The inspector must then indicate this as such, and normally a search warrant is required unless there are urgent circumstances.[11]

In the exercise of powers, inspectors frequently conduct routine inspections and gather evidence, which may subsequently become relevant for use in prosecution – should the matter move from an
inspection to an investigation. This is not a challenge – if the official lawfully entered during a routine inspection and found evidence of non-compliance, the inspection simply becomes a search and all evidence then gathered remains admissible. However, where an official has a reasonable suspicion of non-compliance from the outset, and fails to obtain a search warrant subject to a few exceptions, the entry will be unlawful and the evidence is likely to be inadmissible.

An inspection may be announced or unannounced (routine compliance inspections) – no prior authorisation is required, or it may be in response to a complaint. Investigations may have their origin in complaints, but also from the discovery during a compliance inspection warranting further investigation. As far as the latter instance is concerned, the critical question is: At what point does that inspection become an investigation? The inspector decides at which point it must be indicated that the inspection has given rise to a reasonable suspicion that an investigation is required. An investigation implies that suspicious activities are or have been taking place and that there is a ‘suspect’ who has rights protected by the Bill of Rights. Section 35 of the Constitution\[12\] states that arrested, detained or accused persons have rights and have the right to be informed thereof, but the courts have interpreted this to include suspects.\[12\] Therefore, failure to inform suspects of their rights has certain consequences, including whether documents, statements and any other evidence may be used in criminal proceedings or whether such evidence will be excluded.

**What do the courts say?**

In Estate Agency Affairs Board v Auction Alliance,\[12\] section 32A of the Estate Agency Affairs Act\[13\] that conferred wide powers of inspection, search and seizure on regulatory bodies was declared constitutionally invalid. According to the court, a routine inspection can take place without a warrant, where the legislation allows for it, but if there is a suspicion that an offence has been committed, a warrant must be obtained, except where a delay frustrates the objectives of the search, or where a person with the power to do so grants permission for a search without a warrant. The court ruled that warrantless routine inspections generally meet constitutional muster and are consequently valid. Statutory provisions that provide for targeted ‘inspections’ (where there is already suspicion of wrongdoing) without a warrant are, however, unconstitutional and invalid.

The case of Magajane v Chairperson, North West Gambling Board\[8\] questioned whether legislation may authorise warrantless inspections of premises for the purpose of obtaining evidence for criminal prosecutions and whether this would be consistent with the constitutional right to privacy (para 1).\[16\] Certain provisions of the North West Gambling Act\[15\] were challenged on the grounds that they violated the right to privacy by authorising inspectors to search commercial premises and seize items without a warrant. The court held that a right of a regulated business to privacy was diminished the more its business was public, closely regulated and potentially hazardous to the public (para 50).\[16\] It emphasised the importance of the right to privacy and that the purpose of the limitation (granting the right to inspect) was to protect public confidence and trust in individuals and institutions involved in the industry. However, as the authorisation provided no guidelines as to how the searches were conducted, the limitation was not justifiable, and inspections should be done with warrants.

*Mistry v Interim National Medical and Dental Council of South Africa\[16\]* dealt with the search of a registered medical practitioner’s surgery in terms of section 28(1) of the Medicines and Related Substance Control Act.\[9\] The court held that the purpose of the search and seizure was the general welfare of the community, but that the extent of the invasion of privacy was disproportionate to that purpose: it was too broad, as no warrant was required and it authorised unrestricted entry and search. There was a lack of qualification (setting of limits) of inspectors’ powers of entry and inspection within this Act. Generally, it stated that these powers must be exercised at reasonable times and conducted with regard to the right to dignity and privacy. However, once on the premises, an inspector could examine, photograph or take samples of almost anything, whether acting on the strength of a warrant or not. Section 28(1) did not ‘require a warrant to be issued in any circumstances at all’\[14\].

The courts have clarified the importance, during inspections, of gaining assurance from an inspector (verbally or in writing) that he or she is not conducting a criminal investigation, alternatively confirming that any information or documentation sought is solely for the purpose of a compliance inspection. Should there be any question regarding the inspector’s intentions, the subject of an inspection is able to insist on exercising his or her rights as set out in the Constitution.\[10\] Sections 10, 12(1)(e), 19, 25, 32 and 35 protect the rights to dignity, not to be treated in a degrading way, privacy, property rights, access to information and just administrative action respectively. In the event that health establishments, healthcare providers and health workers become suspects, they will also enjoy the rights afforded to arrested, detained and accused persons by section 35 of the Constitution.\[5\]

**Inspection or investigation?**

When an inspection turns into an investigation, the constitutional rights afforded to suspects (as interpreted by the courts) must be respected. Failure to do so may impact on the admissibility of evidence in enforcement proceedings. To determine whether a routine inspection has led to a suspicion that an investigation is required, it is important to bear in mind the following factors:

- Did the authorities take a decision to undertake a criminal investigation from the start or was an inspection conducted initially with the purpose to gather further evidence?
- What was the origin of the decision? Where a complaint was received or information provided that triggered the action, the conduct that followed should be considered an investigation and not an inspection.
- Was the general conduct of the authorities consistent with that of a criminal investigation?
- If there was an initial inspection, did the inspector transfer his or her files and materials to investigators?
- Could the inspector be perceived to be gathering evidence for investigators?
- Are there any other circumstances or factors that can lead to the conclusion that the compliance inspection had become a criminal investigation?

**Recommendations**

When an inspector arrives at an establishment or premises, health establishments, healthcare providers and health workers should take the following steps:

- Before permission to enter is given, establish the identity of the inspector (ask for an appointment certificate) and determine whether he or she has the authority to conduct an inspection or investigation.
- Ask the reason for the visit and specifically ask whether it is a routine inspection or not.
- If requested to grant consent that an inspection may be conducted,
be sure that the person who can does grant such consent. Permission to grant consent should be in writing and it does not always have to be the same person.

- If you are not the person in charge, explain that you do not have the authority to grant consent, and notify the person in charge.
- If you are the person in charge, you have the right to request the presence of an attorney or advocate.
- If it is indicated that it is not a routine inspection, ask to see the warrant. You have the right not to say anything and to be informed of this right by the person conducting the inspection.
- If an inspection is conducted at night with a warrant, establish whether the warrant is valid for execution at night.

Conclusion

The Act[^1] was promulgated for the public good, and the threat of legal consequences should not determine attitudes towards it.[^10] The interests of the subject of an inspection or investigation are protected by knowing one’s rights and insisting that they are respected. These rights may be waived by choosing not to exercise them, or choosing to exercise them only in a certain way, but for such an undertaking to be binding, the waiver must be voluntary and the subject must be informed of the consequences of such a waiver.[^10] Consent can only be properly given if the giver thereof knows his or her rights and what the effect of such consent is.
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